Observation of bacteria over the surface of released oogonia from *Fucus vesiculosus* L. (Phaeophyceae)
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RESUMEN

Pese al enorme número de bacterias que se encuentran normalmente en la columna de agua, se registra por primera vez su presencia sobre oogonios del alga *Fucus vesiculosus*. En cortes transversales, sin embargo, los oogonios se encontraban libres de epibiosis. Las algas fucoides son fundamentales en ciertos ambientes costeros, mas el impacto microbiano sobre su ciclo de vida y colonización es completamente desconocido.

INTRODUCTION

Bacteria are an inherent part of the physical environment of micro- and macroalgae (Hold et al. 2001). Many microorganisms have biofouling potential or interact with algae in pathogenic or non-pathogenic ways. Algae are especially susceptible to epibiosis being covered by diverse microbial communities (Goecke et al. 2010). Interactions between bacteria and algae are thought to be important in controlling the dynamics of both communities (Jasti et al. 2005). Although some of the macroalgae-bacteria interactions have been discussed earlier, the ecological relevance of most naturally occurring bacterial communities on macroalgae remains unclear (Ivanova et al. 2002). In a study investigating the associations from bacteria with macroalgae in the Baltic Sea, we observed the distribution of microorganisms on the surface of *Fucus vesiculosus* Linnaeus 1753 (Fucales, Phaeophyceae) with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Although bacteria are present by millions of individuals per millilitres seawater, this is the first observation of bacterial associations in the earlier stages of life of *F. vesiculosus*.

*Fucus vesiculosus* is a common intertidal and habitat-forming alga widespread in Northern Hemisphere (Lüning 1990). As in most fucoes, it’s reproductive tissue develops as receptacles, within which forms many spherical conceptacles containing antheridia and/or oogonia (male and female gametangia, respectively) (Pearson & Serrao 2006). Inside a conceptacle, oogonia of all stages of development are placed between abundant hair-cell filaments (Fig. 1). A mature oogonium contains eight haploid eggs arranged in a characteristic manner (Naylor 1953). Structurally, the wall of oogonia in *Fucus* is composed of three layers, the exochite (thin outer-layer), mesochite (thick middle-layer), and endochite (thin inner-layer). When mature, the exochite ruptures, releasing the packet of eggs, still surrounded by two wall layers, which remain within the conceptacle (Naylor 1953, Lee 2008).

Gametes are released through the ostiole while still enclosed inside oogonia and antheridia. On contact with seawater, this egg packet increases in size and the oospheres round off, so that the eight chambered nature of the endochite can be clearly seen (Naylor 1953, Fig. 2). During their discharge from conceptacle a physical compression (of the oogonia) has been observed (Brawley et al. 1999). In seawater, the polysaccharide sheets that encase eggs and sperm dissolve rapidly to release them free. In antheridia, this occurs within a minute of discharge from the conceptacle, while eggs release can require ten minutes in calm culture dishes, but may rupture sooner in nature (Brawley et al. 1999). Eggs on release range in size from approximately 70 μm in diameter. They are bounded only by a plasma membrane, but following fertilization there is a rapid secretion of a cell wall (Callow et al. 1978). Settlement directly follows release since fucoes lack a planktonic stage and have negatively buoyant eggs (Pearson & Serrao 2006).

The present report is based on observations of one individual sampled in summer 2011 at Strande Beach, in the Kiel Fjord, Western Baltic Sea, Germany (54°25.5’N, 10°12'E) at two to six m depth. The samples were taken
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during a two years microbiological study (between 2008-2011) in which macroalgae were removed carefully from the substrate with a sissor and transferred into sterile plastic bags. Until processing within three hours after collection, the samples were stored in the dark at ambient seawater temperature using coolers. In the laboratory, the macroalgae were rinsed three times with sterile filtered Baltic Sea water to remove associated debris and loosely attached microorganisms. A voucher specimen was deposited in the Herbarium of Museo de Historia Natural, Santiago, Chile (SGO). Samples were prepared for SEM by fixation with 1% formaldehyde in seawater. After dehydration in a gradient ethanol series (30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, and 100%; v/v) they were critical point dried with carbon dioxide (Balzers CPD030) and sputter coated with gold-palladium (Balzers Union SCD004). Specimens were examined in triplicate with a scanning electron microscope (Zeiss DSM960), and pictures were taken with a Contax SLR camera.

Under SEM, the surface of *Fucus vesiculosus* was shown to be covered by a diverse biofilm. In cross sections of conceptacles, oogonia still covered by exochite were apparently clean of epibiosis (Fig. 1). In one plant, at the ostiole area, a few oogonia already liberated from the exochite, were observed with bacteria on their surface (Fig. 2). Although bacterial ‘contamination’ has been mentioned previously in an experiment with eggs and embryos of *Fucus vesiculosus* (Peterson & Torrey 1968), this is the first direct observation of bacteria over the surface of oogonia at the moment of their release from conceptacle (Fig. 2). If those bacteria play a role on algal ecology is completely unknown. The rupture of inner layers of oogonia for egg release has been described as a fast process driven by mechanical factors (Naylor 1953, Brawley et al. 1999), which does not seem to need external enzymatic degradation as some seeds in land plants (Howard & Elliott 1988). Due an apparently smaller size of the oogonia (Fig. 2), bacterial degradation of inviable spores cannot be excluded. Bacterial biofilms can play a role in spore release, germination and subsequent colonization of substrates by algae (reviewed by Goecke et al. 2010). Macroorganisms can be expected to display the whole spectrum of host-bacterial associations on their surface, ranging from passive and random epibiosis to highly specific and obligate symbiosis (Bengtsson et al. 2011). Many of those bacteria can produce extracellular enzymes that enable them to utilize algal polysaccharide as carbon source (Ivanova et al. 2002). Although degradative and pathogenic effects of microbes on adult macroalgae have been already proved (Gachon et al. 2010), the
effect of bacteria over algal gametes and spores remain extremely neglected. The impact of microorganisms over life cycle and colonization process may be important factors regulating algal populations that should be investigated. Recent development of new detection and identification technologies is supporting the recognition of the role of parasites and diseases in food web dynamics and ecology of the aquatic environments (Neuhauser et al. 2011). Given the important role fucoids algae play in coastal environments as habitat-forming and base of food webs, we considered important to report this observation.
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**FIGURE 2.** SEM microphotograph with the detail of an oogonium (og) previously liberated from its exochite and now being released of a conceptacle by the ostiole (op) of the receptacle (rc) in a reproductive Fucus vesiculosus. In the figure, six oospheres (of eight) of the oogonia are visible and already presented bacteria on the surface (arrows). Scale bar = 5 μm.

**FIGURA 2.** Microfotografía mediante microscopía electrónica de barrido con el detalle de un oogonio (og), previamente liberado de su exoquiton, abandonando el conceptáculo por el ostiolo (op) del receptáculo (rc) en una planta reproductiva de Fucus vesiculosus. En la figura, se observan seis de los ocho óvulos que conforman un oogonio y ya presentan bacterias asociadas a su superficie (flechas). Escala = 5 μm.
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